MARKERLESS 3D INTERACTIVE POSTURE BIOFEEDBACK
Record ideal swing positions, then train and feel the right move by matching those ideal positions during progressive stages with live
audio and visual feedback.
Swinguru neuromuscular training is a unique and easy-to-use system that takes advantage of the way your body and mind learn
best—visually. (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pCnnqcBEdrY)
Enabling Players to “Feel It, Fix It”
The ‘3D Interactive Posture Biofeedback’ developed by Swinguru is a one-of-a-kind tool and a very unique feature of Swinguru Pro.
To most golf coaches, the right posture is a key element of the golf swing. Finding, feeling and repeating the right posture in space is
quite difficult for a player without any help.
The Posture Mode records, in 3 dimensions, the Point Cloud* body envelope of your students set in the ideal posture at any moment
of the swing. Then you ask your students to stand in front of the Kinect camera and ‘re-enter’ this recorded body envelope in order
to ‘match’ the posture over and over again.
Once ideal poses are recorded, the students can practice it alone without his coach using the intuitive (colored) visual and audio
biofeedback. With this feature, the student is sure that he is repeating and practicing the proper swing mechanics.
‘3D Interactive Posture Biofeedback’ is definitely a way to differentiate yourself from other instructors and to maximize your time.
*A point cloud is a set of data points in some coordinate system. In a three-dimensional coordinate system, these points are usually defined
by X, Y, and Z coordinates, and often are intended to represent the external surface of an object. Point clouds are captured and created to
represent volumetric data. The system measures a large number of points on an object’s surface, and output a point cloud as a data file. The
point cloud represents the set of points that the system has measured.
As the result of a 3D scanning process point clouds are used to create 3D models of the human body and a multitude of visualization options,
animations, rendering and applications. Within Swinguru point clouds are directly usable for inspection. The point cloud of a human body
(performing a movement or not) can be aligned to a previously recorded and reference model (another point cloud), and compared to check
for differences. These differences can be displayed as color maps that give a visual indicator of the deviation between the recorded part and
the reference model. Sound will also be used to provide biofeedback on the degree of match. Geometric dimensions and tolerances can also
be extracted directly from the point cloud.

HOW IT WORKS
In ‘Record’ mode, captured ‘Swings’ are recorded and can then be reloaded to be used in ‘Replay’ or ‘Compare’ mode.
In ‘Posture’ mode, there are 2 options :
* Record : allows to capture ‘Poses’ and to edit ‘Sequences’. A Sequence is composed of ‘Poses’ (minimum 1, maximum 8).
* Match : allows to load a ‘Sequence’ in order to ‘Match’ the ‘Poses’ it contains.
HOW IT How to Record a ‘Sequence’, step by step :
1) In ‘Posture’ mode, go to sub-mode ‘Record’ (selected by default)
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2) To capture and record a ‘Pose’ (requires to have a user in front of the 3D camera:
a) Click on the camera icon.

b) Use the the self-timer camera icon to capture a ‘Pose’ after a delay of 5 seconds.
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c) With this option, it is possible to capture several ‘Poses’ consecutively, depending on the number selected in the juxtaposed drop-down list.

d) Use the the self-timer camera icon to capture a ‘Pose’ after a delay of 5 seconds.
e) Repeat steps a or b if necessary.
3) To capture and record a ‘Pose’ (requires to have a user in front of the 3D camera:
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How to Use a ‘Sequence’, step by step :
1) Go to the ‘Match’ sub-mode
Note: this is done automatically after step 3 of the Sequence Recording.

2) Click on the ‘Library’ icon and load a ‘Sequence’
Note: this is done automatically after step 3 of the Sequence Recording.
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3) With the icons on the right, indicate if the Matching
a) Is to be done on a single Pose

b) Or must cycle through all the Poses one after the other.
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4) Also you may define the number of completions to be done by selecting the appropriate number of repetitions in the juxtaposed
drop-down list.

5) Place yourself in front of the 3D camera and resume the Pose indicated.
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You must «match» the Pose :
a) with a minimum threshold (to be defined in the Settings) and
b) for a minimum time (to be defined in the Settings).

6) You then have a certain amount of time (to be defined in the Settings) before starting the next completion of Pose. The completion
bar is grayed out during this time.
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